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Let G and I’ be dual locally compact abelian groups. The open set UC r 
contains 0 and has finite Haar measure. @ is the set of continuous positive 
definite functions v on r, vanishing outside U and satisfying ~(0) < 1. We 
Put 
where II II8 , 1 < p < co, here and in the following, denotes L,-norm with 
respect to Haar measure. Evidently 0 < m < co. We shall be concerned 
with the problem whether @ contains an extremal function, i.e., a function 
p0 such that m = // pa l/s . Our results are formulated in the following two 
theorems. 
THEOREM 1. I’ and U can be chosen in such a way that di contains no 
extremul function. 
Extra assumption. We assume that every nonempty set @U n U,, , where 
U,, is open, includes the support of some not identically vanishing measure in 
M(r) with Fourier-Stieltjes transform in C,,(G). 
THEOREM 2. Under the extra assumption, @ contains an extremal function. 
Remark. In the case when r = Iw and U is a symmetric, open, bounded 
interval around 0, Theorem 2 has been proved by Garsia, Rodemich and 
Rumsey [l] by special methods. A generalization to arbitrary r and very 
large classes of sets U was claimed by Kluvrinek [2]. His proof is, however, 
incorrect and his general theorem is in fact contradicted by the example 
which we choose below to prove Theorem 1. 
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Proof of Theorem 1. Let 7 = T = l--r, ~1 and @U = {om}, where 01 
is irrational. The Haar measure on T is defined as Lebesgue measure divided 
by 2~. Every F E @ has, by Herglotz’s theorem, a representation 
p)(t) = f  c,eint, 
-02 
t E T, where every c, 3 0 and Czm c, < 1. Since 01 is irrational and ~(CCT) = 0, 
we have c, < 4, for every n, hence, 
for every q~ E @. Hence it suffices to prove that m2 > 4. 
Let 0 < 8 < 1. By Kronecker’s theorem, the irrationality of OL implies that 
there exists a n,, E Z\(O) such that 
Let us put 
1 pw + 1 1 < 2s. 
kg (-pot - 1) = p. 
Then 1 /I 1 < 1. By Kronecker’s theorem once more, and by the fact that the 
family of continuous positive definite functions # with #(O) = 1 is convex, 
we can find such a $, satisfying #(a) = /I. Then q~, defined by 
p)(t) = (1 + einot) y  +w, 
t E T, is a continuous positive definite function, satisfying ~(0) = 1 and 
p)(a) = 0. As for its Fourier coefficients (c,Jffi, we know that c, > (1 - S)/2, 
c,~ 3 (1 - 6)/2. Since n, # 0, Parseval’s relation shows that 
6 was arbitrary in IO, I[, and thus m2 > 4. 
Theorem 2 is contained in a slightly more general result, Theorem 3 below. 
We need some new definitions. 
S is the subspace of all p E M(G) with Fourier-Stieltjes transform 
t -+ @(t> = s,(x, t) 444, 
vanishing outside U. Since U has finite Haar measure, it follows from 
Fourier’s inversion formula that all p E S are absolutely continuous with 
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respect to the Haar measure on G. We can thus represent the elements in S 
by the corresponding density functions, which in fact can be regarded as 
elements in C,(G) nU(G). F is the subset of allfE S which are nonnegative 
and satisfy l/f/ii < 1. Then, by Bochner’s theorem, @ is the set of all Fourier 
transforms of functions in F. Hence, by Parseval’s relation, Theorem 1 is 
equivalent to the case p = 2 of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Let 1 -C p -C CD. Under the extra assumption, F contains an 
element fO such that 
IIf /I9 = m, = F; llfll, . E 
In the following we consider the weak* topology on M(G), interpreting 
M(G) as dual of C,(G). Our proof of Theorem 3 requires five simple lemmas. 
The first of them is essentially an unpublished result of Beurling. 
LEMMA 1. S is a (weakly*) closed subspace of M(G). 
Proof. Let p E M(G)\S. Then there exists an open set Us C I’ with 
5’ = Us n CU # ,@, and such that /l(t) # 0, if t E I’. By the extra assump- 
tion, we can find a not identically vanishing v E M(r) with support contained 
in Us and with D E C,,(G). Hence there exists an x0 E G such that 
But, 
j 
G 
c(x - x,,) 44--x) = j (t, xc,) F(t) d$) # 0. 
I- 
jG cc, - xdf(-4 dx = jr (t, x&f(t) dv(t) = 0, 
for every f E S, and since any translate of B belongs to C,,(G), we have found 
an element in C,,(G), annihilating S but not p. Thus p I$ S, and the lemma is 
proved. 
LEMMA 2. The functions f E S with jl f II1 < 1 are uniform5 bounded and 
uniformly equicontinuous. 
Proof. Let h be the Fourier transform of the characteristic function of U. 
Since U has finite Haar measure h E C,,(G). For every f E S, f = f * h. The 
inequality 
Ilf Iloo 6 Ilf 111 II h IL 
proves the uniform boundedness, and the inequality 
If (4 - f WI G Ilf 111 II 4. + 4 - 4. + x&, , 
x, , x2 E G, proves the uniform equicontinuity. 
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LEMMA 3. For every p, 1 < p < 00, there exist nonnegative continuous and 
monotonic functions Kl and K2 on [0, co[, both positive on IO, a~[, and such that 
Ilfll, 3 Kl(llfllm), llfllm 2 WflliJ> 
iffs St llflll B 1. 
Proof. By Lemma 2 there exists a nonnegative continuous function w on 
G, satisfying w(O) = 0 and such that 
I m + Y) - f@)l G 4Yh 
when x, y  E G, for every f E S with llfljr < 1. We define 
for x E G, a > 0. 
f.4~) = sup(a - 49, O), 
Let f E S and /If [jr < 1. We choose a = jl f jlm. By Lemma 2, a < co, 
and the definition of w, shows that 11 f /I9 > II w, &, . Since II w, II?, , considered 
as function of a, has a positive lower bound in every interval [E, oo[, E > 0, 
we can find a function Kl satisfying the conditions of the theorem. 
The inequalities 
llfll,” < llfi II Ilf lrl G Ilf II:--’ 
are valid if /If II1 < 1, and hence K.Jt) = tp/(p--l), t E [0, co[, has the desired 
properties. 
LEMMA 4. A sequence (f,,): in S converges (weakly*) if and only if the 
sequence (II fn &)F is bounded and (f,Jr converges uniformly on every compact 
subset of G. Furthermore, every (fn)r in S with bounded (11 fn II&’ contains a 
weakly* convergent subsequence. 
Proof. As for the first half of the lemma, the only nontrivial part is to 
prove that whenever f,, E S and f,, --t 0, as n 4 co, the convergence is 
uniform on compact subsets of G. But if the convergence is not uniform 
on a certain compact set K, Lemma 2 shows that there is a point x,, E K and 
a sequence (n,): of increasing integers, such that all I f,Jx,,)l have a common 
lower bound. Once more using Lemma 2 we find that fn + 0, as 7t -+ 00, and 
this contradiction proves the first part. The second part follows immediately 
from the fact that the smallest open (and closed) subgroup of G, containing 
all supports of the functions fn , is u-compact. 
LEMMA 5. f,, +fo , n + co, in the space S, implies that 
;Em(llfn II: - llfn -fo 11’7) = llfo II’, > (1) 
for every r with 1 <r < co. 
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Proof. Let E > 0 be arbitrary. We choose the compact set k’C G so 
large that 
s CK Ifo(x)l dx ( t. 
Keeping r fixed, we can by Lemma 4 choose n, so large that 
4s = s, lfn(x)l’ dx - j, I fn(x) - fo(x)l’ dx - s, IfoW dx < E> (2) 
if n > n, . 
The sequence Cll.h 111)1 m is bounded. Hence, by Lemma 2, there exists a 
B > 0 such that 11 fn Ijrn < B, for every n. Using the elementary inequality 
I 3 IT - I x2 I+ < r I 3 - x2 I h~ax(I z1 Iv-l, I x2 19 
z1 , z2 E @, we find for n 3 n, , 
I llfn 11: - llfn -fo Ilr’ - llfo II: - 4 I 
= 1 j-x I fn(x)I’ dx - j-K I f%(x) - foWI’ dx - s,, I hW dx j 
d j-K r I f&I M=(l fn(W1, I fJx) - fo(x>lr-l) dx + JcK I fo(x)I’ dx 
< Br-1(~2r--l + 1) J’,, Ifs(x)] dx < B’-l(~2~-l + 1) E. (3) 
Since E > 0 was arbitrary, (2) and (3) imply (1). 
Proof of Theorem 3. Evidently m, > 0, and by Lemma 2, mp < co. 
Keeping p fixed we let (f&’ b e a sequence of elements in F with 
llfnl12,+m3,r as n+ co. (4) 
Our method to show that an extremal function exists consists in proving 
that there exist functions g, E F, k E Z, , a subsequence Z,’ of 72, and points 
x(k, n) E G, k E Z, , n E I!+‘, such that 
(5) 
and 
jlfn - 2 A. - x(k, n)) 11 - 0, (6) 
1 9 
as n + co, n E E,‘. Then, if no extremal function exists, we have 
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for every not identically vanishing g, , and thus (4), (5) and (6) imply 
a contradiction. 
The construction of g, and x(k, n) goes by induction in k. Starting with 
PO = z+ and (&X = (fX we shall in the kth step define a subsequence 
Pk of z+ , a function g, , and a sequence (x(/z, n)), n E Pk , of points in G, 
such that with h,,, defined by 
h,,, = hk--l.n - glc(* - 44 n>), (7) 
the following conditions hold: 
A k. Pk is a subsequence of Pk-r, k > 1. 
B IC . II hr., 111 < 1, nEPk, k 30. 
c k* ncj~=m $@vdX) = 0, k 3 0. 
b, 
D k. & EF, k > 1. 
E k’ lim 
nePk,wm 
(11 hk--l,n 112, - I/ kn 11,) = 11 gk /ip Y  k 3 1. 
F k. lim 
?lGP,,?+m 
(II hk+ 111 - II A,,, IL) = II a III ) k 3 1. 
(KY1 , Ka are here the functions of Lemma 3.) 
For k = 0, only B, and C’s have to be checked, and they follow at once 
since f,, E F, 12 E Z, . Let us now assume that k > 0, and that the construction 
has been carried out up to k - 1 such that A,, B, ,..., Gr hold for every 
positive 1 < k - 1. We shall show how Pk , g, , x(k, n), n E Pk , can be 
defined so that A, , Bk ,..., Gk hold. 
By (7) and D,, D, ,..., D,-, we have, since S is translation invariant, 
hk-*,n E S C C,,(G). H ence we can find points x(k, n), n E Pkel , so that 
lim 
?lEPK-l,Tl+CZ 
(hk-1.,(X@, n)) - yg hk-l,,(x)) = 0. (8) 
Since Bkel holds, the sequence of functions h,-,,,(. + x(k, n)) is norm- 
bounded in S. By Lemma 4, we can find a subsequence Pk’ of P,, such that 
the sequence (hkel,,(* + x(k, n))), 1z E Pk’, converges. We call the limit 
function g, . By Lemma 1, g, E S. 
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By (7) and Lemma 5 with fn = A,-,,,(. + x(k, n)), we obtain Ek and Fk 
with P%’ instead of Pk . I;;, and B,_, imply that B, holds for some subsequence 
Pk of Pk’. Then the choice of Pk has been made, and A, , B, , E, and Fk 
have been proved. D, is a direct consequence of C,_, and Lemma 4. Thus it 
remains to prove C, and Gk . 
If C, is false, we can find a subsequence P; of Pk and points ylz E G, 
n E P;; ) such that, for some E > 0, 
ifnEPi. But C,-, shows that the points yn - x(k, n), if n is large enough, 
are situated in the compact subset KC G, where gK(X) 2 e/2. On K, the 
sequence (hR-&* + x(k, n))), n E Pi , converges uniformly tog, , by Lemma 
4, and hence h&y,J -+ 0, as n + co, n E Pi , a contradiction. This proves 
C k' 
To prove Gk we first observe that 
lim inf II hk-l,n Urn b II gk IL j 
n+m ,#EPp, 
which is a consequence of Lemma 4 and the definition of g, . On the other 
hand, (8) and C,-, h s ow, once more using Lemma 4, that 
g,(O) = lim hk+&J = lim (sup hk-I.&>) 
tl-KO,?EPk n+m,n~Pk seG 
= &np II AK-1.n IL P 9 I 
and hence, 
Thus Lemma 3 gives, using Bh , D, and the continuity and monotonicity 
of K, 
Equation (4) and El , E, ,..., Ekdl give 
Thus the limit in the right-hand member of (9) exists, and Gk is proved. 
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Starting from the construction just made, we define Z’, as the diagonal 
sequence obtained from the sequences P, , k E Z, , and in order to prove 
Theorem 3 it remains only to show (5) and (6). 
Equation (5) is a direct consequence of the relations Fk , k E Z, . To prove 
(6) we observe first that (10) implies that (1 g, &, -+ 0, as k + co. Hence, by 
G, , and by the continuity and positivity of Kl and K, , 
lim n+m ,nez+ II Arc+ II9 + 0, 
as k- co. Since g, EF, 
and hence, for every k, , 
Letting k, + co, we see that (11) implies (6). 
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